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ABSTRACT: In liquid phase chemistry dynamic solute−solvent
interactions often govern the path, ultimate outcome, and
efficiency of chemical reactions. These steps involve many-body
movements on subpicosecond time scales and thus ultrafast
structural tools capable of capturing both intramolecular electronic
and structural changes, and local solvent structural changes are
desired. We have studied the intra- and intermolecular dynamics of
a model chromophore, aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]

2+, with complementary
X-ray tools in a single experiment exploiting intense XFEL
radiation as a probe. We monitored the ultrafast structural
rearrangement of the solute with X-ray emission spectroscopy, thus establishing time zero for the ensuing X-ray diffuse
scattering analysis. The simultaneously recorded X-ray diffuse scattering patterns reveal slower subpicosecond dynamics triggered
by the intramolecular structural dynamics of the photoexcited solute. By simultaneous combination of both methods only, we can
extract new information about the solvation dynamic processes unfolding during the first picosecond (ps). The measured bulk
solvent density increase of 0.2% indicates a dramatic change of the solvation shell around each photoexcited solute, confirming
previous ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. Structural changes in the aqueous solvent associated with density and
temperature changes occur with ∼1 ps time constants, characteristic for structural dynamics in water. This slower time scale of
the solvent response allows us to directly observe the structure of the excited solute molecules well before the solvent
contributions become dominant.

1. INTRODUCTION

Solvation dynamics, the process of solvent shell reorganization
upon electronic or structural changes in a solute, is one of the
most studied phenomena in physical chemistry.1 However, it
has evaded direct observation on the molecular level due to the
involved many-body dynamics and concomitant fast, subpico-
second, intramolecular dynamics, until recent advances in time-
resolved X-ray science became available.2,3 A vast majority of
photochemical reactions proceed via electronically excited
states, which involve an ultrafast redistribution of the ground
state charges. This consequently modifies the intra-atomic

potential energy surfaces within the system, which may drive
subsequent bond-breaking and -making or other structural
transformations.4 The nonequilibrium electronic charge dis-
tribution will also have a significant impact on the forces
experienced between the solute and solvent molecules, causing
the latter to rearrange and adjust to the new solute electronic
and structural configuration. As a consequence, the solvent
molecules surrounding the solute may not act solely as
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spectators providing just a heat bath but can actively influence
the outcome of a chemical reaction,5 dynamically influencing
both the reactant and product potential energy landscapes and
thus the pathway for molecular structure changes in the
transition states. Since most of chemical reactions and
biological functions take place in solution, detailed knowledge
of the very first steps of solvent−solute interactions on their
fundamental ultrafast timescales, i.e., from femtoseconds (fs) to
picoseconds (ps), is paramount toward a complete under-
standing of liquid-phase reactivity.
In view of the interactions taking place between solvent

molecules but also within the reacting molecule itself, their
combined (solvation) dynamics are inherently difficult to
monitor on the molecular level. Therefore most prior studies
relied on indirect evidence of the underlying dynamics, in most
cases derived from a combination of nonlinear optical
spectroscopies6−11 and molecular dynamics simulations.12−15

In consequence, it is desirable to develop new ultrafast time-
resolved structural tools capable of directly resolving the
electronic, spin, and geometric structure changes for both the
solute and the solvent molecules simultaneously and preferably
in a single experiment to leave little room for an ambiguous
interpretation. The approach used here involves both X-ray
emission spectroscopy (XES), which allows for studying the
local electronic structure (oxidation and spin states, occupied
density of states, etc.) of the selected solute molecule and
simultaneously recorded ultrafast X-ray diffuse scattering (XDS)
patterns, which can deliver information about both solute and
(bulk) solvent structures. With this approach we now go
beyond the sensitivity of all-optical probes and likewise exploit
X-ray spectroscopies to extract electronic information about
evolving optically dark states.16,17

In the present experiment we studied aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]
2+.

The chosen spin transition compound exhibits not only
ultrafast charge transfer and back transfer processes but also a
subpicosecond transition into its paramagnetic high-spin (HS)
state with ΔS = 2. Its reaction sequence has been studied in
much detail with femtosecond-resolved optical transient
absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies.11,18 Briefly, the
initial photoexcitation into the Franck−Condon 1MLCT
(Metal-to-Ligand Charge Transfer) manifold is followed by a
prompt (<30 fs) intersystem crossing into the 3MLCT
manifold, as has been also observed for the isostructural
complex [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ 19 next to similar Ir-based com-
pounds.20,21 The dynamics of MLCT states are strongly
coupled to the surrounding environment, and for [Ru(bpy)3]

2+

both theoretical22 and experimental23,24 studies have revealed a
profound influence of the solvent on the coordination
symmetry and charge localization on the bpy ligands via
nondiffusive solvation dynamics. In the case of [Ru(bpy)3]

2+,
the lowest energy 3MLCT state is very reactive and has a 300
ns lifetime, which lead to charge transport and subsequent
bimolecular reactions on longer timescales.25 On the contrary,
the 3MLCT state of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ has lower energy and its 100
fs lifetime is due to a strong coupling to the manifold of
underlying ligand-field (LF) states,26 which are well-shielded
from solute−solvent interactions. In this sense, the solvation
dynamics of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ are drastically different from the case
of aqueous [Ru(bpy)3]

2+, since it does not involve extensive
solvent interactions with the MLCT states. The photoabsorbed
energy is instead efficiently transferred, with nearly unit
quantum yield into the lowest quintet 5T2 HS state, which
eventually relaxes nonradiatively back to the low-spin (LS)

ground state in 0.65 ns at room temperature.27 Even at high
excitation intensities (>4 TW/cm2), no other photoproducts
were observed apart from the lowest HS state, which makes this
system an ideal candidate to test new experimental approaches
on the ultrafast time scales.28 This reaction cycle was previously
studied with femtosecond X-ray absorption spectroscopy,
which confirmed the LS→ HS conversion and the concomitant
0.2 Å Fe−N bond lengthening to occur within <250 fs 29 and
with internal vibrational relaxation taking place in 1−2 ps.30 In
a recent study, under similar high-intensity laser excitation
conditions, by Zhang et al.31 the coupled charge and spin
dynamics of [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ upon dynamic spin transition was
studied with femtosecond-resolved XES using ultraintense and
ultrashort X-ray pulses from an X-ray Free Electron Laser
delivering first insights on the involvement of the intermediate
MLCT and LF states during the relaxation process toward the
HS state. While these prior studies revealed much information
about the intramolecular dynamic processes during this spin
transition process, all aspects of solute−solvent interactions
occurring on the ultrafast time scales remain in the dark.
In a recent effort we set up a combined time-resolved X-ray

experiment exploiting simultaneously XES and XDS on
[Fe(bpy)3]

2+ on the 100 ps time scale by utilizing MHz laser-
pump/X-ray probe at a synchrotron facility.32,33 This experi-
ment aimed to deliver new insight in the electronic and
geometric structural reorganization of solute molecules in bulk
solvents, and combining structural with electronically sensitive
tools proved to be a well suited experimental approach for this
purpose. Although limited to 100 ps time resolution, we
simultaneously followed the HS population fraction with both
XES and XDS but also determined the heat dissipation into the
solvent (via XDS) due to the radiationless deactivation from
the HS state to the LS ground state with its characteristic
lifetime of 0.6 ns. This underlines the strength of using XDS to
monitor key thermodynamic properties in a reacting sample,
albeit averaged over the bulk sample. Quite surprisingly, this
XDS analysis also yielded an average bulk density increase after
100 ps, which then decreased in time with the same 0.6 ns time
constant, which has never before been observed in TR XDS
studies. The extracted density increase was quantitatively very
similar to what one would expect for expelling two H2O
molecules from the caging water shell, for each excited solute
molecule, into the bulk solvent (at constant volume on this 100
ps time scale). This result verified a recent ab initio molecular
dynamics study of the reorganization of the solvation shell
between the LS and the HS states of aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]

2+.34 It
was concluded that upon formation of the HS state, on average
two H2O molecules are expelled from the first solvation shell
around the solute, which consists of solvent molecules
intercalated between the bpy ligands. The observed density
decrease with the 0.6 ns HS → LS was accurately explained by
the (re)inclusion of both expelled H2O molecules, once the
ground state solute structure has been re-established.
Earlier studies at XFEL sources used combined X-ray

diffraction and XES techniques to study much slower processes
occurring in the Mn-based reaction center of photosystem II,
allowing the extraction of element-specific information about
the metastable electronic structure of the metal ion and the
long-range structural changes of the entire protein environ-
ment35,36 Only recently, femtosecond XDS has been
successfully applied to study protein structural dynamics
using hard X-ray FEL pulses on samples excited with high-
intensity laser pulses.37,38 These studies showed that the energy
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dissipation in proteins proceeds via rapid “quakelike” structural
motions on timescales shorter than those for heat propagation
through the protein. Using combined femtosecond-resolved
XDS and XES has also been applied to investigate the ultrafast
intramolecular electron transfer in a prototype photocatalytic
molecular complex in solution.39 Here the simultaneous
information about the transient electronic (spin state via
XES) and molecular structures of the solute and surrounding
solvent, via XDS, was recorded with <2 ps temporal resolution.
Relevant for the present work a very recent femtosecond-

resolved optical laser study11 investigated the transient
absorption in the UV−VIS range with remarkable sub-50 fs
time resolution, indicating a faster relaxation into the HS state
in conflict with a recently established via fs XES (with 150 fs
time resolution).31 However, the present work seeks to deliver
a direct glimpse into solute−solvent interactions on the
subpicosecond time scale with a time resolution of only 0.5
ps. With the limited time resolution we can nevertheless
disentangle intra- from intermolecular dynamic processes
during this LS−HS process.
Here we test the applicability of combined complementary

X-ray tools for solvation dynamics on the subpicosecond time
scale. It is extremely fascinating to explore their potential to
actually monitor evolving chemical reactions including their
complex solvation dynamics down to the fundamental time
scales of a few tens of femtoseconds. This work seeks to enter
this new field recently now possible with the availability of
exceptionally intense and ultrashort X-ray pulses from the now
worldwide emerging XFEL sources.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
The experiments were performed at the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS),40 making use of the X-ray Pump−Probe
(XPP) endstation. Details of the beamline have been described
in our previous femtosecond XANES experiment,41 and the
here added instrumentation is shown in Figure 1.

The sample consisted of 50 mM of aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]
2+

circulating through a sapphire nozzle generating a flat sheet of
0.1 mm thickness. The sample was excited at 120 Hz with 200
μJ/400 nm and 50 fs long laser pulses. SASE radiation from
LCLS at 8 keV probed the sample at the same 120 Hz in the
so-called pink beam mode (X-ray bandwidth 0.3%) with a
nominal pulse width of <80 fs. The probe flux was around 1014

photons/s (1012 photons/pulse) on average with rather large
pulse-to-pulse variations; thus normalization with respect to X-
ray intensity for each shot was vital for the analysis.41 Laser and
X-ray beams were overlapped on the sample (0.15 mm laser
spot diameter and 0.14 mm X-ray spot diameter), and the
chosen flow speed allowed complete sample refreshment after
each pump−probe measurement.
The vertically free-flowing liquid sheet was rotated to 45° to

allow simultaneous detection of the X-rays scattered in forward
direction and the X-ray fluorescence emitted from the beam-
facing sample surface at 90°. The X-ray fluorescence was
focused onto a PIN diode using a spherically bent Si (531)
analyzer crystal with 1 m bending radius (see Figure 1) with an
energy resolution of ∼1 eV around the Fe Kα emission lines.
The entire sample-crystal-detector setup was enclosed in a He
atmosphere to reduce the loss of fluorescence intensity due to
absorption in air.
The XDS signal was measured in forward direction using a

large-area (32 modules) CS-PAD detector42 mounted on a
robot arm downstream of the sample chamber, with a central
hole permitting transmission of the intense XFEL pulses. The
2D images were recorded and stored for each pump−probe
event and azimuthally integrated to yield 1D scattering curves
S(2θ) with 2θmax = 60° corresponding to a maximum scattering
vector Qmax = 4 Å−1. Time scans were usually recorded in steps
of 50 fs throughout the −2.5 to + 2.5 ps range, and each time
step recorded 240 pump−probe events, simultaneously
collecting XDS and XES data for each pump−probe shot.
XES energy scans at selected (nominal) time delays were
recorded in 0.5 eV steps for 240 pump−probe events each.
Static data were recorded identical to the above protocol with
the optical laser beam blocked and at negative pump−probe
time delays. The XES data were equally normalized to the
incident flux, and the XDS data were in addition calibrated and
normalized against a known standard (water) (see Supporting
Information for details).
Conducting simultaneous XES and XDS measurements

allows us to extract dynamic information starting with the
purely electronic processes affecting the photoexcited solute
molecules, over the subsequent structural dynamics and the
solute−solvent interactions responsible for dissipating the
photoinjected excess energy. Hereby the setup allows recording
of both XES signals and the XDS patterns for every pump−
probe event, and the nominal time delays for both measure-
ments are thus identical. When extracting the temporal
behavior of each signal, we can thus rely on the identity on
the time axis, which enables the temporal interpretation given
below.
At the time of this experiment, the later developed arrival-

time diagnostic tools43 were not available. XES and XDS data
were collected with a nominal step size of 50 fs, albeit knowing
that there are laser/X-ray timing jitters (with 0.5 ps, see below),
leading to a temporal broadening of the measured response.
Important for the present work, the temporal broadening or
instrument response function (IRF) is the same for XES and
XDS at a given time delay, and this allows us to directly connect
the extracted results from XES and XDS into one single picture
as described below.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis strategy is analoguos to our previous picosecond
time-resolved synchrotron study,32 and details can be found in
the Supporting Information. It relies on the input from the XES

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the experimental pump−probe setup,
showing the overlapping optical and X-ray laser beams on the sample.
The emitted X-ray fluorescence was collected in a Rowland-circle XES
setup, and forward scattered X-ray photons (XDS) were detected by
the CS-PAD detector system.
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analysis (to reliably define time zero for the XDS data) and thus
to derive the solvation response with subpicosecond time
resolution.
3.1. X-ray Emission Spectroscopy Analysis. Figure 2

shows the recorded Fe Kα emission spectra with and without

laser excitation of the sample (blue and black trace,
respectively), and their difference signal is shown as dark
purple points (area shaded as well). The Kα XES at the
nominal time delay Δt = 500 fs shows distinct changes
compared to the ground state, which indicate the fully
completed spin state transition on this time scale. By scaling
to the difference spectrum between the LS state and a separate
HS reference sample (here, [Fe(phen)2(NCS)2] and shown in
the light purple area in Figure 2), we extract the HS fraction
population f XES(Δt).44,45
The emission intensity at a single energy (here, the

maximum of the Kα1 line) can be used to accurately monitor
the spin state of the absorber (see inset in Figure 2)44 as a
function of the relative time delay Δt between optical and X-ray
pulses, allowing us to track the HS population kinetics. A
simple 0.6 ps Gaussian broadened step function fits the
observed evolution very well and allows a preliminary estimate
of Δt = 0. However, here we utilize a subsequent experiment
with 0.15 ps time resolution31 under similar laser excitation
conditions of aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]

2+, which delivered for the LS
→ HS conversion a (roughly) exponential rise with a 0.15 ps
time constant. Since neither our laser nor the X-ray pulse
widths of 50 and 80 fs, respectively, are different from the
previously determined rise time (but our cross correlation is 0.5
ps versus their 0.15 ps), we can safely use this exponential rise
to fit the kinetics of our TR XES signal.
In consequence, even though the time evolution of f XES(Δt)

is well described by a simple 0.6 ps broadened Gaussian-
broadened step function, the information about the 3MLCT
state is established with that same time constant of 0.15 ps and
allows us to apply an improved model for the observed kinetics,
based on this prior knowledge (thus using the rise time τ = 0.15
ps and fitting the Gaussian IRF together with time zero of this

experiment). We find time zero t0 = −0.14(0.08 ps) ps and the
IRF width of 0.5(1) ps fwhm. As the XES and XDS data were
acquired truly simultaneously for each pump−probe shot, we
can “lock” both values in the kinetic analysis of the XDS results
(described below). This approach exploiting complementary
observables in the same experiment highlights the significant
advantage for the interpretation of the results given below.

3.2. X-ray Diffuse Scattering Analysis. Since the XDS
data were recorded simultaneously with the XES signal, the
starting point for the analysis of the XDS data is a set of
difference signals at (and with now precisely known time zero
(Table 1)) different time delays ΔS(Q,Δt) = S(Q,Δt) −

S(Q)Off
46 where S(Q)Off refers to an average over many

measurements at significantly negative time delays (here for all
delays Δt ≤ −1.2 ps). A subsequent step utilized singular value
decomposition to identify and remove significant artifacts in the
difference signals,47 and Figure 3a shows the resulting set of 50
fs binned difference signals in matrix form, utilizing color
coding to indicate the transient signal intensities.

Figure 3b, top panel, shows a representative 1D difference
XDS signal ΔS(Q,Δt=1 ps), where the system is completely in
its final HS state. In order to analyze the extracted transient
XDS data, we use the methodology developed at synchrotrons
over the past decade for studies with 100 ps time
resolution.32,46,48−50 In the present case, the analysis is based
on representing the observed difference signal as a combination
of several contributions:

Δ = Δ + Δ + Δ ρ‐ Δ ΔS S S STSol cage (1)

The first term ΔSSol‑cage describes the difference scattering signal
expected to arise from the known solute structural change, i.e.,
0.2 Å metal−ligand bond expansion.51 This contribution is

Figure 2. Measured Kα XES spectrum of [Fe(bpy)3]
2+ is shown for

both ground state (black) and the photoexcited species (blue)
together with the difference spectrum (at 500 fs time delay). The static
difference spectrum for LS and HS reference compounds (correspond-
ing to a complete spin conversion) is shown for comparison. The inset
graph shows the time scan (purple points) measured at the strongest
peak in the Kα spectrum (∼6405 eV), and the observed kinetics were
fitted with a broadened step function (black line).

Table 1. Kinetic Model Fit Results

fit parameter t0, ps IRF, ps τ, ps

f XES(Δt) −0.14 ± 0.08 0.5 ± 0.1 0.15b

f XDS(Δt) −0.06 ± 0.1a 0.5 ± 0.2a 0.6 ± 0.2
ΔT(Δt) −0.08 ± 0.05a,c 0.4 ± 0.2a 1.1 ± 0.2
Δρ(Δt) −0.06 ± 0.09a,c 0.4 ± 0.4a,c 1.1 ± 0.3

aThese parameters were constrained within the XES-determined
confidence intervals. bSet to published value, i.e. ref 31. cConfidence
interval estimated, as one or more of the XES-determined parameter
bounds were reached during the fit.

Figure 3. (a) 2D representation of XDS difference signal ΔS(Q,Δt),
the black line indicates the difference signal shown in (b). (b) 1D
difference XDS signal is shown for a time delay Δt = 1 ps (black
circles) together with a corresponding best-fit model ΔSmodel (magenta
line). The bottom part of (b) displays the different components
contributing to the total difference signal at this time delay (see text
for details).
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calculated via the Debye equation applied to ensembles of
(classical) molecular dynamics simulations of the solute +
solvent system, with the solute structures derived from ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations34 in complete analogy with our
previous work.32

The solvent contributions ΔSΔT and ΔSΔρ are determined in
separate experiments as described in detail in refs 52 and 53.
The ΔSΔT term describes changes in scattering due to structural
changes arising from temperature changes of the solvent via
ΔSΔT = ΔT × ∂(S(Q))/∂T|ρ. Finally, ΔSΔρ describes any
change in the bulk solvent density via ΔSΔρ = Δρ × ∂(S(Q))/
∂ρ|T.
The chosen methodology is based on the successful

development of this treatment at synchrotron sources for
experiments on timescales limited by the 100 ps pulse width at
these sources, which is sufficient time for establishing
thermodynamic equilibrium. We note that on the timescales
of the present experiment the probed sample volume is far from
thermodynamic equilibrium due to the photoexcitation by the
intense femtosecond laser pump pulse. Consequently, the
interpretation becomes more complex as discussed below and
in the Supporting Information. Overall, the approach via
equation 1 follows the prior analysis of the picosecond data,
where the individual contributions are determined from
reference measurements and calculated according to DFT/
MD simulations, and a linear combination of these difference
signals is then fitted to the experimental data to obtain their
individual weights for each time step. Equation 1 is thus used to
fit the difference XDS curves, as shown in the bottom part of
Figure 3b, via a linear least-squares minimization of

ρ ρ

Δ − Δ = Δ − Δ

+ Δ ∂ ∂ | + Δ ∂ ∂ |ρ

‐S S S f S

T S Q T S Q

[

( ( ))/ ( ( ))/ ]T

exp model exp XDS Sol cage

(2)

for every time delay Δt and with the fit variables being f XDS
denoting the fraction of photoexcited solute molecules and ΔT
and Δρ being the temperature and density changes,
respectively.
Perhaps the most salient part of the solvent response on

these short time scales is the observation of a density increase as
in our previous XDS analysis.32 We clearly observe this effect
also on the subpicosecond time scale, which lends support to
our assignment of the density increase to the expulsion of
approximately two caging solvent molecules into the bulk
solvent, following each photoexcited solute Fe−N bond
expansion.
Figure 3b shows the data and fit in the top panel and the

three independent contributions to the fit in the lower panel.
For clarity of presentation the second-order heating signal has
been included in ΔSHeat (see Supporting Information for more
details). As discussed in detail below, the high laser excitation
intensity utilized in these experiments causes multiphoton
ionization of the solvent molecules. This process is
predominantly near the entrance surface, leading to a highly
anisotropic temperature profile through the 0.1 mm liquid
sheet as energy is released into the solvent. As a result, this
necessitates the inclusion of a second-order temperature
component to fully describe the temperature-induced XDS
signal arising from the significantly hotter regions in the sample,
which finally delivered a satisfactory fit. From this fit we find
f XDS(Δt = 2.5 ps) = 0.41 ± 0.02 (40%), which is close to the
value derived from the XES data with f XES(Δt = 2.5 ps) = 0.44
± 0.05 (44%). The latter is insensitive to the changes of the

solvent bath, notably to both ΔT and Δρ. It is worth pointing
out that the above-mentioned contributions to ΔSmodel have all
been determined completely independently from the present
data, thus avoiding any bias between data and models, as can be
the case in, for example, analysis of optical spectra based on
decay-associated spectra. By use of this combination of
contributions to model the data, very good agreement is
obtained between model and data for the transient XDS as
illustrated in the top part of Figure 3b.

3.3. Influence of High Laser Excitation Intensities.
Utilizing such high laser excitation intensities as in the present
work requires a careful examination of the possible reaction
products and requires ruling out potential artifacts in the
present in the data (see Supporting Information for a thorough
discussion). There are the following reaction products, which
may contribute to the measured XDS and XES signals right
after photoexcitation (within the first picosecond): (i)
multiphoton ionization of the solvent generates solvated
electrons, but also multiphoton ionization of the reactant
[FeII(bpy)3]

2+ itself may generate (ii) oxidized [FeIII(bpy)3]
3+,

both products appearing promptly after photoexcitation.
However, the XDS signal is not significantly influenced by
these species for the following reasons: (1) in a recent
experiment, we investigated the potential presence of a
scattering signal from solvated electrons in water (see Figure
7 of the Supporting Information). The XDS response of the
solvent was very well captured by a model that includes only
the heat response, even at excitation intensities up to 26 TW/
cm2, which is almost twice the intensity used in the present
experiment. (2) The next prompt photoproduct is the singly
ionized [FeIII(bpy)3]

3+, which is isoelectronic to the long-lived
MLCT state of [RuIII(bpy)2(bpy)

−]2+, which we have
previously investigated using time-resolved X-ray absorption
spectroscopy54 and femtosecond optical transient absorption
spectroscopy.55 On the basis of this work, we estimate for the
oxidized [FeIII(bpy)3]

3+ at least a 10-fold smaller structural
change (here, shorter Fe−N distance, thus in the other
direction) than for the excited HS state structure investigated in
the present study. The strong negative feature at low Q in the
XDS data indicates that the solute molecules predominantly
undergo an expansion; thus we can disregard this product in
the current XDS analysis.
Concerning the XES analysis, the solvated electron does not

affect it, yet the singly ionized species may contribute to the
XES transient (for further details see the Supporting
Information). However, in the context of the present analysis,
the main use of the XES signal is to determine time zero, and
even a possible mixture of HS species with the ionized
[FeIII(bpy)3]

3+ would not hamper determining time zero, as
both are (within the cross correlation time of 0.5 ps) prompt
signals.
Due to the presence of excess solvated electrons in the

sample, the reduced species [FeII(bpy)3]
+ could also be present.

However, this has a formation time of typically a few hundred
picoseconds55 under high fluence conditions; thus it will not
contribute to the observed XDS and XES on the 1 ps time
scale.
Finally, in a rigorous transient optical absorption study we

investigated the occurrence of additional photoproducts in
photoexcited aqueous [FeII(bpy)3]

2+ up to 4 TW/cm2.28

Interestingly, we always identified the dominant reaction
channel GS → MLCT → HS to nearly 100%. Apparently,
the efficiency for ionization in a multiphoton process is quite
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small, possibly because even high-lying excited states are
efficiently funneled into the HS state rather than into a charge
transfer to solvent electron ejection process. Furthermore a
very recent study by Auböck and Chergui,11 using femtosecond
pump−probe transient absorption spectroscopy in both UV
and VIS ranges with sub-60 fs and sub-40 fs time resolutions,
respectively, was interpreted as indicating direct population of
the HS state in <50 fs concomitant with depopulation of the
hot MLCT manifold. These observations further strengthen
our conclusions that even at very high excitation intensities, the
light-driven formation of HS species is the dominant process
for this molecule, leaving practically no pathway for efficient
electron ejection from the solute, and therefore the analysis
shown here is justified.
3.4. Kinetic Models. Applying the model presented in eq 2

to fit the entire data set with varying time delays −2.5 ps < Δt <
2.5 ps delivered best-fit scaling values for each component in
the fit as a function of nominal time delay, and these results are
shown in Figure 4 for the three components discussed above.

It is known from previous studies that the photoexcited
aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ evolves from the excited MLCT
manifold on <30 fs,18 and its arrival into the 5T can be
described by 150 fs single exponential function.29,30 As
described above, we here adapted the same kinetic model to
fit the XES population curve by broadening this with a
Gaussian instrument response function with 0.5 ps fwhm. This
allows “locking” the t0 and IRF parameters in subsequent fits of
kinetic models to the data shown in Figure 4. In all cases, the
kinetic model chosen was a single-exponential grow-in
broadened with the IRF and centered at t0 but allowing each
to vary within the 1σ uncertainty interval of the XES fit. The fit
results are summarized in Table 1. While XES and XDS are in
good agreement regarding the final value for the HS population
f(t), their temporal evolution is different for Δt ≤ 1 ps, where
f XDS(Δt) shows a notably slower increase. We tentatively
interpret this as follows: since f XDS(Δt) was determined from
ΔSSol‑cage, which also includes solvation cage contributions, the
kinetics of this response would be expected to be slower, as the
caging solvent molecules require time to adopt a new

equilibrium configuration. Additionally, ΔSSol‑cage is calculated
without including Debye−Waller factors, and as the HS
molecule is vibrationally very hot immediately after photo-
excitation, this may lead to an underestimate value of f XDS(Δt)
at the shortest time scales. The fitted τ = 0.6(2) ps for the rise
time of ΔSSol‑cage could thus correspond to the vibrational
cooling within the HS excited state (including internal
vibrational redistribution, IVR, and energy dissipation into
the caging solvent). Further work in this regard will be focused
at explicitly separating solute and cage responses and on the
vibrational cooling of the solute molecule as discussed further
below.
The two other contributions ΔT(Δt) and Δρ(Δt) yield fit

results indicating an even slower rise times for both
temperature and density changes of ∼1.1 ps (Table 1). All of
these results are discussed in detail below, but briefly, for the
changes in scattering arising from temperature changes in the
solvent, the 1.1 ps rise time is fully expected, since energy
impulsively imparted to the solvent takes close to 1 ps to be
redistributed into the low-frequency modes commonly referred
to as “heat”, e.g., as discussed in detail by Lindner et al.56

The experiments presented here are the first measurements
carried out at LCLS employing simultaneously two comple-
mentary ultrafast X-ray techniques on the subpicosecond time
scales to study the solvation dynamics of reacting molecules
and thus resolving the initial steps involved in the
reorganization of the solvent shell around the solute.
Here we underline the high potential of this novel approach

to solute−solvent interactions in liquid-phase photochemical
reactions on truly ultrafast timescales. In our case, given that
the intramolecular relaxation of the molecule occurs on
extremely fast time scales,31 which commences well below the
temporal resolution of the present experiment, we cannot look
deeply into the early events. However, using prior knowledge,
we succeed in distinguishing the “purely” electronic response of
photoexcited solute molecules, as depicted in Figure 4a, from
slower solute−solvent interactions in Figure 4b. This is only
possible due to the simultaneous recording of both XES and
XDS in a single measurement, since the XES allows us to
precisely determine t0 of the experiment.
Along with the f XES(Δt) determined by the simultaneous

measurement of the XES intensity, Figure 4b−d shows the time
evolution of f XDS(Δt), ΔT(Δt), and Δρ(Δt), as determined
from the XDS analysis at each measured time delay. We can
clearly resolve the slower rise of the solvent-heating signal,
which follows the solute−internal, solute−solvent, and
solvent−solvent56 vibrational couplings, until equilibrium is
reached after a few picoseconds. The density signal Δρ(Δt) in
Figure 4c shows very similar temporal behavior as ΔT(Δt) in
Figure 4d, within the experimental signal-to-noise (1.1 ps).
To obtain further insights into our current interpretation, we

look into the extracted quantitative values for each component
in Figure 4. The XDS analysis provides us with the
corresponding density and temperature increases of 2.0 ± 0.2
kg/m3 and 2.75 ± 0.08 K, respectively, where both quantities
show approximately the same rise time of 1.1 ps. The obtained
time scale for the solvent response is in good agreement with
previous femtosecond- and picosecond-resolved studies of
water heating due to ultrafast energy release and subsequent
structural response (e.g., refs 57−59). In terms of magnitude,
we know that the reaction centers are extremely hot
immediately after even the most gentle one-photon excitation
process, since more than 2 eV is released into each molecule

Figure 4. Solute- and solvent-related kinetics data are shown together
with best-fit results. Plots in (a) and (b) show the temporal evolution
of the fraction of photoexcited solute molecules as determined by XES
and XDS, respectively. Black lines show fits of kinetic models
(broadened exponential grow in) to the acquired data as described in
the main text. The electronic response from the formation of the HS
state is observed to precede the structural response, which in turn is
faster than the solvent response summarized in (c) and (d).
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itself and subsequently into the solvent. Heat dissipation occurs
on a 1 ps time scale30 into both IVR and the solvent, which
rapidly leads to cooling of the solute molecules. The energy
released by the ultrafast cascade of intersystem crossings and
internal conversion processes that leads to population of the
HS state following excitation at 400 nm is approximately 2.6 eV
per excited solute.26 With a photoexcitation fraction of 40% of
the 50 mM sample solution (=20 mM of excited species), this
would result in a temperature increase by only 1.2 K, somewhat
lower than the derived 2.8 K increase from the XDS analysis.
The remaining discrepancy of 1.6 K we ascribe to the high laser
fluence of the 200 μJ, <50 fs laser pulse. Supporting this
assignment is the observation that the quality of the model fits
to the XDS data improves markedly when the nonlinear
temperature dependence of the scattering signal is included in
the analysis. However, as detailed in ref 60, this nonlinear
response is only significant for temperature changes exceeding
tens of degrees, much more than observed in the present
analysis. As detailed in the Supporting Information, this
seeming discrepancy is resolved by realizing that the sub-50
fs laser excitation pulses have sufficient peak brightness to
induce significant photoionization of water through three-
photon absorption processes. As discussed by, for example,
Crowell et al.,61 the nonlinear nature of these processes leads to
a highly anisotropic excitation profile for the ionization, with
very significant deposition of energy in the ∼10−20 μm of the
liquid sheet facing the incoming laser pump beam with a
concomitant large temperature increase in this region of the
sample. However, the XDS probe measures the average along
the beam path, thus leading to the ∼3 K average temperature
increase.
One interesting observation in this analysis concerns the

rapid density increase in the solvent-only signal extracted from
the present analysis in agreement with our previous picosecond
study on the same system.32 The formation of HS solute
molecules is accompanied by a rapid increase in the density of
the bulk water solvent. This density increase can be similarly
assigned to the reorganization of the caging solvent molecules
by expulsion of two water molecules from the expanded HS
molecule exactly as predicted from high-level modeling.34 As
Figure 4d shows, the density increases by close to 0.2%, or Δρ
= 2 kg/m3. This increase is approximately 3 times higher than
observed in the previous synchrotron experiments and in
excellent agreement with the higher HS state concentration in
the present experiment (20 mM vs 6−8 mM in ref 32). The
time scale for this density increase is ∼1.1 ps, which is
significantly longer than the 0.5(1) ps time resolution of this
experiment. Remarkably, the timescales extracted from XDS for
population and density are different and in tentative agreement
with the similar time scales observed in a recent MD-based
studies of dynamic solvation processes for [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ in
water.62

Concerning the solvent contributions to the measured XDS
difference signals, we note that ΔSΔT and ΔSΔρ have been
explicitly determined for ensembles of solvent molecules in
thermodynamic equilibrium, whereas the probed sample volume
is in a distinctly nonequilibrium state during the first
picoseconds following photoexcitation. Despite this apparent
limitation, the changes in XDS that can be, at longer times
(>100 ps), explicitly related to changes in temperature and
density represent rather fundamental measurements of changes
in the local structure and packing of the solvent, becoming
ensemble-averaged in the present experiment. Interestingly, our

current analysis indicates that the derived structural changes of
the solvent are quite similar on both the ultrafast (<1 ps) and
longer time scales (>100 ps). This observation may indicate
that the observed changes in X-ray scattering, at both long and
short timescales, are intrinsically related to similar changes in
the local structure and packing of the solvent, which at longer
time scales may be interpreted in terms of thermodynamical
changes in equilibrium. Nevertheless, the present study clearly
shows the necessity to go beyond the thermodynamical models
to analyze ultrafast XDS signals in order to include explicitly
short-lived transition states63 in coupled solute−solvent
interactions, which is a formidable task3,15 beyond the scope
of the present study.

3.5. Single-Shot XDS Analysis. From the results
presented above, it is evident that the jitter-dominated temporal
broadening limits the possibility for direct observation of the
formation of the HS state. For a data set corresponding to a
nominal time delay Δt = 100 fs, the timing jitter includes data
with an actual time delay of several hundred femtoseconds
apart, which is the cause for the “temporal smearing” of the
observed signals. Thus the bin-averaged data at all early time
delays already contain contributions from the solvent heating.
However, the fact that the solvent signal needs 1.1 ps to grow

in (Figure 4c) implies the possibility that (on very short time
scales around t0) the ΔSsolute+cage signal could be singled out in
selected single-shot measurements before the contributions
from the solvent heating and density signals become dominant.
Identifying such single shot patterns at the earliest time delay
would permit us to compare these XDS shots with the
otherwise modeled solute−solvent structural changes, which
went into the analysis. In other words, the existence of early
time (<100 fs) single shots would allow us to obtain the solute
structural signal from the raw data directly. Its identity to the
modeled solute structural signal in the prior analysis would thus
underline the validity of the chosen approach.
Given the intense XFEL beam delivered by the LCLS, we

exploited the opportunity to record XDS patterns in individual
single pump−probe shot events, each for which no jitter-
induced time smearing is present, but of course without precise
knowledge of the actual pump−probe time delay.
Identifying such difference signals with little or no

contribution from changes in the solvent is accomplished by
applying the fit approach introduced earlier to the many
thousands of individual single-shot difference signals and
subsequently identifying the set of ΔS curves where the fit
yields ΔT and Δρ essentially zero (below 10% of their final
values) but with best-fit value of the photoexcitation fraction
f XDS(Δt) larger than 0.05. Figure 5c shows the average of seven
difference signals identified by applying this procedure.
Compared with difference signals acquired at later time points,
the absence of a solvent contribution is evident as is the
similarity to the calculated ΔSSol‑cage shown in Figure 3. Figure
5a shows for comparison a similar average of seven individual
difference signals acquired at 1 ps time delay, and Figure 5b
shows the average of the same set of difference signals following
subtraction of the contributions from heating and density
changes. Qualitatively the features of the solute-only single-shot
difference signals at Δt ≈ 0 appear somewhat broader than
those observed at 1 ps, as would be expected for an ensemble of
vibrationally hot HS molecules.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the present study reports on the implementation of the
complementary techniques of XES and XDS in a single
combined pump−probe experiment at the LCLS with subpico-
second time resolution. The goal of this approach is to gain
deeper insight into the complex dynamic processes occurring
between an impulsively excited solute and its local environ-
ment. This delivered new experimental results on the ultrafast
events accompanying the solute−solvent interactions occurring
nearly concomitant to an ultrafast spin transition process in an
aqueous [Fe(bpy)3]

2+ complex.
With a probing of both the electronic and structural degrees

of freedom simultaneously with subpicosecond time resolution,
the information about the structural changes in the solute and
the surrounding solvent was obtained by a multicomponent fit
to the averaged difference signals. The time resolution of the
experiment was governed (and limited) by jitter in the arrival
time of the X-ray probe pulses and was approximately 0.5 ps.
This time resolution was not sufficient to reveal the fine details
of the early electronic structure changes accompanying the
spin-state transition.31 However, the current XDS analysis
indicates that the structural rearrangement may complete on a
longer time scale than the electronic degrees of freedom. We
speculate that the higher than expected value of τHS determined
in the present XDS study (0.6 ± 0.1 ps) compared to the
simultaneous as well as previous spectroscopic investigations
(0.15 ps) is related to the initially excited molecule being
vibrationally hot. The structural models employed in the
present study do not incorporate the highly anisotropic
structural disorganization associated with a vibrationally hot
molecule, and as this would tend to lower the intensity of all
features in the difference signals, the derived excitation fraction
would be lower in turn. Future work will address this in detail.
On slightly longer time scales the formation of the lowest

electronically excited state is observed to be associated with an
increase in the density of the solvent, surmised to be associated
with the solvent-cage reorganization proposed in ref 34.
Significant heating of the solvent was observed to rise within
∼1.1 ps. The magnitude of this heating was larger than
expected from simple considerations based on energy release
from only the photoexcited solute molecules and was

concluded to be partly due to direct three-photon ionization
of the water molecules. From the volume-averaged temperature
increase of 1.5 K ascribed to the three-photon absorption
processes and conservatively assuming 1 eV excess energy of
the electrons after photoionization in analogy with Crowell et
al.,61 the concentration of solvated electrons is estimated to be
in the range of several tens of mM, in agreement with the
reported concentrations of solvated electrons [e−] = 15 mM at
significantly lower laser intensity. We note that the presence of
a significant concentration of solvated electrons may influence
the difference scattering signals, and therefore a more detailed,
structural analysis of the acquired difference signals was not
attempted, although such an analysis may eventually shed
further light on the details of the solvent-cage dynamics.
In an effort to probe the structural response of the sample at

very short time scales, a multicomponent fit approach was
applied to difference signals arising from single pump−probe
shots from the LCLS machine. This was possible because of the
very high intensity of the individual X-ray pulses and allowed
the identification of those difference signals with essentially no
bulk-solvent component. This indicates that even though the
reorganization of the solvent shell that manifests itself as a
density increase of the bulk solvent is very fast (1.1 ps), the
formation of the HS structure does occur first (0.15 ps). The
slight differences between the short- and long-delay solute-only
difference signals (with the latter being somewhat narrower)
are tentatively assigned to the molecules being vibrationally hot
immediately after photoexcitation. The ability to measure
solute-only signals at very short time delays also shows that it is
possible to conduct such pump−probe measurements on
timescales short enough for the measured signals to be
essentially free from any heat contributions.
The approach used here to identify the structural signals

corresponding to the very shortest time delays between the
pump and probe pulses relies on the feasibility of applying a
model-fit to single difference scattering signals recorded from
individual X-ray probe pulses. That this is indeed possible, and
also for a molecule comprising mostly light elements,
underscores the potential of the new XFELs with 1012

photons/pulse as powerful tools for studying fundamental
chemical reactions in solution. In particular, the recent
implementation of pulse-to-pulse time delay diagnostics with
10 fs time resolution43,64 offers exciting new opportunities for
combined studies of the type presented here to unravel the
interplay between electronic structure and molecular geometry
in unprecedented detail.
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■ NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
Following submission of the present manuscript, the existence
of the recently published article “Inner-Shell Water Rearrange-
ment Following Photoexcitation of Tris(2,2′-bipyridine)iron-
(II)” by A. K. Das et al.65 has come to our attention. We note
that the time scale found for the ultrafast density increase
reported in our present paper is in good agreement with the
simulation results of Das et al. We would, however, like to
emphasize that our previously published results on the
solvation response upon the LS → HS transition in Fe(bpy)3

32

only reports 100 ps as the time resolution of the (synchrotron-
based) experiment, not as the time scale of exchange dynamics,
as claimed in article by Das et al.
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